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been for the past fourteen years. I had developed a curiously
impersonal attitude towards myself and my surroundings.
My brain and soul were in conflict with each other in a setting
altogether unique. Why quarrel with companions in adver-
sity who in the endeavour to save themselves alive were but
holding me back from senseless disaster ? Why not agree
with them to shirk the struggle with hostile Fate and return
home in peace and goodwill ? But why live ? replied my
soul; we had done much already of what I had yearned to do
all these years, but it was not enough. This yet remained to
do—the virgin wilderness never crossed by man, perhaps
uncrossable. To shrink from that now on the very threshold
was unthinkable. Everything must be risked on that great
throw. 'Tis only thus that the great victories are won, and
what of nineteen lives in comparison with the thousands
sacrificed by every general that history has honoured ? My
brain saw clearly enough the logic of my companions in their
perversity, while my soul recked of nothing but the goal.
Twice had my companions triumphed over me, at Shanna
and amid the sands of Hawaya. The third round would
settle things once and for all, and my will must bend them
to submission. I had to reckon with Zayid alone, the evil
genius of our party, the devil incarnate as he seemed to me
those days, who dominated the rest in a manner altogether
astonishing. He was not loved but feared.
Thus along the valleys and up over the tumbled moraines
we marched hour after hour. Our camels, now turned
towards water and salvation, dragged along wearily but
gamely. In the valleys we seemed to be ascending steadily,
and at the end of our first day's march the aneroid showed
that we had risen nearly 200 feet. Our milch-camels had
gone on overnight with the baggage and I had not had
my usual ration of morning milk, while the thin stofi of
the night before showed how the animate were suffering from
the drought.
A small pair of Oryx horns was found on the sands as we
passed and a couple of butterflies (8p%&daai$) flitted by in the
sunlight, while at one spot we saw tibree ravens together.
Otherwise there was no life in the d-eeert and nothing to

